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Description Description 2022 Heartland Bighorn Traveler 37TB, Heartland Bighorn Traveler
fifth wheel 37TB highlights: Free-Standing Table Bath and a Half Loft King Bed
Slide Out Shower with a Seat Dual Entry Doors The ultimate fifth wheel is found
with this Bighorn Traveler 37TB! Your guests will love to stay in the rear
bunkhouse suite that includes bunk beds, a loft, plus their own bath with its own
exterior door! The main living area will impress you with its dual opposing slides,
kitchen island, plus a sofa and a table to relax at. This model also includes an
outdoor cooktop for a quick lunch outdoors, plus two power awnings for added
protection against the elements. Having your own private bedroom up front will
be a big plus, especially with a king bed, a large front closet, plus a dresser with
counter space for your belongings. Each Bighorn Traveler fifth wheel by Heartland
is constructed with lightweight Azdel laminated sidewalls, a walkable roof, and a
heated and enclosed underbelly for an added layer of protection. The MORryde
strut-assisted "Step Above" folding aluminum treat entry staircase will provide
stability when entering your fifth wheel, and the MORryde CRE3000 rubber
suspension will ensure smooth towing, especially on tougher terrain. Your
electronics are welcome here with dual wireless charging ports and dual
Bluetooth speaker ports in each model, and the "Barefoot Friendly" carpet-free
flooring is both kid and pet-friendly. Some of the residential comforts you'll find in
the Bighorn Traveler are the real wood drawer construction, the recessed LED
ceiling lighting, and the in-house milled and finished solid surface countertops
throughout! Sleeps 8 Slideouts 3

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 3CR495
VIN Number: 5SFBG4226NE513495
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 7400 S US HWY 441, 34480, Ocala, Florida, United States
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